COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
Something in the way that he sat at the table on the platform,
arranged his papers in front of him, leant forward ... to address
his students at the University, The respectful hush, the delibera-
tion of his utterances—none of that nervous and apologetic:
"Unaccustomed as I am to public speaking", "I have already
wearied you'*, "But I must not make a long speech", "You are
not here to listen to me"; Dr. N. was used to an audience, and
assumed that if they were not here to listen to him, they would
not be here at all. Probably he was unconscious that he was seizing
a rare opportunity which might not return for years. A lecturer
in his very bones, he was hypnotically persuaded that the period
of nightmare and banishment might never have been: Slowly,
taking his time — he delivered his lecture to the students.
The deadliest of exile, I should imagine, must be that restlessness
which follows from the lack of normality in one's daily life;
normality and its inevitable sequence, rhythm. One's daily life
would be all bits and pieces. Since the great upheaval of war
throwing our regular hours and days into flying confusion as an
earthquake, besides toppling whole cities into ruin, must also fling
up lumps of green lawn and flower-bed from the quiet garden
and send them flying, so do we now have to adapt ourselves to
unceasing confusion, new places, unfamiliar objects, strange people,
foreign languages. It can be done because patriotism has become
urgent instead of static and taken for granted, and because of a
certain exhilaration in measuring one's new adaptability.
Instead of requiring "a. nice change" from humdrum routine
and dullness, our main need, now, i& a change from perpetual
change. A few months ago I bought a picture called "Evening
Walk" which attracted me in a queer sort of way, until I discovered
the cause: that it symbolized normality; "EveningWalk"—even
the tide shows it was something quiet and pleasant that happened
as a matter of course every evening: A man mooching along a road
that winds downhill, in that dear dusk which comes when most
of the light has been sucked from the day and there is just a faint
after-reflection on the distant litde group of houses round the
church spire on the summit of the hill; a small shaggy white dog
pattering along on top of a high green bank beside the road, just
a few paces behind his master, who has half turned to look round
at him, but not in the slightest degree surprised, accepting it that
his dog always spring up on to the high bank at just that point
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